SUMMER COMPENSATION QUICK GUIDE

SUMMER COMPENSATION

NOTE: ONLY ACADEMIC YEAR 9 MONTH FACULTY EMPLOYEES ARE ELIGIBLE TO EARN SUMMER COMPENSATION ECLASS F-9

SUMMER CREDIT INSTRUCTION

EARNING PERIOD

MAY THROUGH AUGUST

FORMULA

PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEAR SALARY TIMES 25%

EQUALS

MAXIMUM DOLLAR AMOUNT ELIGIBLE TO EARN IN CREDIT INSTRUCTION DURING EARNINGS PERIOD

RESEARCH, RESTRICTED, & NON-RESTRICTED

EARNING PERIOD

MAY THROUGH AUGUST

FORMULA

YEARLY SALARY TIMES 33.33%

EQUALS

MAXIMUM DOLLAR AMOUNT ELIGIBLE TO EARN DURING EARNINGS PERIOD

*MIXED EARNING

YEARLY SALARY TIMES 33.33%

*WHEN SUMMER EARNINGS INCLUDE A COMBINATION OF RESEARCH, RESTRICTED, NON-RESTRICTED OR CREDIT INSTRUCTIONS, THE TOTAL EARNINGS FROM CREDIT INSTRUCTION CANNOT EXCEED 25%. EXAMPLE: 25% CREDIT INSTRUCTION, 8.33% OTHER FUNDS, OR 20% CREDIT INSTRUCTION, 13.33% OTHER FUNDS.